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Tết trung thu song

Song festival mid-autumn ► For nearly 60 years, Star Lamp is one of the familiar songs for many generations of Vietnamese children when it was written by Pam Tuen in mid-fall 1956. Opening the song with a melody from drums mixed with the joyful colours of the full moon festival atmosphere, with a huge love of water, it seems that Star Lamp will live forever over time. Not only
that, the old mid-autumn festival is beautiful because of the appearance of Pam Tuen, so the song is once again revived in the reco of still old people along with the loving rhythm of young children today.   August Lights ► More songs about the mid-autumn festival that you can hardly ignore, probably when the tune sounds to either young children or adults, they also feel excited
and excited to look forward to the full moon festival. Vivid lyrics with beautiful childhood memories, as well as the shape of Hang Nga were performed by a subtle and gentle image of musician Duc Quynh in August Light Procession.  The mid-autumn festival is simple and lacking, but full of laughter along with the joy of young children as starlights hold, carp race each other for a
lunar procession.  3 Hang Cobblestone ► Shadow of the white ivory moon, with a large tree, with an old cobblestone hugging dream... these are folk lyrics, high-quality, easy to remember and easy to sing that the late musician Le Tui performed through the song The Cobblestone. The mid-autumn festival is shown with a simple, rustic image with only a gentle Hang and
mischievous cobblestones.  Beautiful texts are like a fairy painting and everyone should sing with gentle melodies, loved ones in life every day. Combined with the lyrics, the melody is really smooth as an attractive invitation for children and even the elderly.   4 Mr. Moon Down to Play ► This song with a unique copper knife sound, Mr. Moon's down play contains very subtle
implications in life associated with giving and receiving what musician Pam Duy wants children to know. In addition, the lyrics are not only simple and easy to remember, but also a lesson for young children about the surrounding things that ancient taught: mo palm trees, pupils Pens, he has pagodas, kings have soldiers,...  Indeed, it's a song that any young child finds interesting in
terms of words.   5 Fabulous moon ► Fairy moon has a melody that is not too bright, but fully reproduces the images symbolizing the festival of mid-autumn (cobblestones, wood,...) through gentle lyrics, words as a small story full of interesting things. Without moonlight, the mid-autumn festival will not end. So the moon that appears in the song makes the listener feel that the lunar
night is poetic and really peaceful.  6 Pink Stream ► The Pink Spring Festival was composed by the late musician Trin Kong Son as a meaningful gift he presented to children across the country. Mid-autumn festival is clearly visible with joyful scenery, the rhythm of children in the night of easy procession. With colours shining from the lanterns outside, all the streets seem to light
up, looking like a shimmering and shiny stream. Undoubtedly, it will be a song that makes the atmosphere of the festival full moon more significant.  7 Mid-autumn ► With simple, concise lyrics and rhythmic rhythms, the song Mid-Autumn Night seems to have delved into childhood memories that every year the festival of the full moon is irreplaceable. The drums sounded along
with the text barrels drumming outside the house, lions dancing around,... shows that the festive atmosphere of the moon is very noisy.  8Em go to the procession of lights ► Hodge's on-the-go lights shows images of a procession of lights of children overlooking a colourful mid-autumn festival with a host of different forms of lanterns that are starlights, butterflies, flying ships,... with
drums shaking the hearts of children. It is also a very popular song used in school music.  9 Month of Love ► The month of love echoes the pure and natural voice of children, the moon rises, carrying a lot of laughter along with banking. The beat of the song is not so fast and gradually expresses the tranquil landscapes of the fullness of the lunar night. 10 What is a monthly call?
► Faithful song title What's the moon?seems to be a question for any young child to see the full moon at night full moon. This song is well known for singing Xuan Mai at the time, but it's unclear as the year of release. The lyrics are vivid, easy to memorize and easy to sing, becoming one of the songs that kids nga when they hear.  So Green Electric has finished sharing with you
about the best mid-fall songs in the top 10, which is a nearly full moon festival every year irreplaceable. I wish you a happy season mid-autumn with your loved ones! Song festival mid-autumn ► For nearly 60 years, Star Lamp is one of the familiar songs for many generations of Vietnamese children when it was written by Pam Tuen in mid-fall 1956. Opening the song with a
melody from drums mixed with the joyful colours of the full moon festival atmosphere, with a huge love of water, it seems that Star Lamp will live forever over time. Not only that, the old mid-autumn festival is beautiful because of the appearance of Pam Tuen, so the song is once again revived in the reco of still old people along with the loving rhythm of young children today.  
August Lights ► More songs about the mid-autumn festival that you can hardly ignore, probably when the tune sounds to either young children or adults, they also feel excited and excited to look forward to the full moon festival. Vivid lyrics with beautiful childhood memories, as well as the shape of Hang Nga were performed by a subtle and gentle image of musician Duc Quynh in
August Light Procession.  The mid-autumn festival is simple and lacking, but full of laughter along with the joy of young children as starlights hold, carp race each other for a lunar procession.  3 Hang Cobblestone ► Shadow of the white ivory moon, with a large tree, with an old cobblestone hugging dream... these are folk lyrics, high-quality, easy to remember and easy to sing that
the late musician Le Tui performed through the song The Cobblestone. The mid-autumn festival is shown with a simple, rustic image with only a gentle Hang and mischievous cobblestones.  Beautiful texts are like a fairy painting and everyone should sing with gentle melodies, loved ones in life every day. Coupled with the lyrics, a really smooth melody like attractive for children
and even the elderly.   4 Mr. Moon Down to Play ► This song with a unique copper knife sound, Mr. Moon's down play contains very subtle implications in life associated with giving and receiving what musician Pam Duy wants children to know. In addition, the lyrics are not only simple and easy to remember, but also a lesson for young children about the surrounding things that
ancient taught: mo palm trees, pupils with pens, he had pagodas, kings had soldiers,...  Indeed, it's a song that any young child finds interesting in terms of words.   5 Fabulous moon ► Fairy moon has a melody that is not too bright, but fully reproduces the images symbolizing the festival of mid-autumn (cobblestones, wood,...) through gentle lyrics, words as a small story full of
interesting things. Without moonlight, the mid-autumn festival will not end. So the moon that appears in the song makes the listener feel that the lunar night is poetic and really peaceful.  6 Pink Stream ► The Pink Spring Festival was composed by the late musician Trin Kong Son as a meaningful gift he presented to children across the country. Mid-autumn festival is clearly visible
with joyful scenery, the rhythm of children in the night of easy procession. With colours shining from the lanterns outside, all the streets seem to light up, looking like a shimmering and shiny stream. Undoubtedly, it will be a song that makes the atmosphere of the festival full moon more significant.  7 Mid-autumn ► With simple, concise lyrics and rhythmic rhythms, the song Mid-
Autumn Night seems to have delved into childhood memories that every year the festival of the full moon is irreplaceable. The drums sounded along with the text barrels drumming outside the house, lions dancing around,... shows that the festive atmosphere of the moon is very noisy.  8Em go to the procession of lights ► Hodge's on-the-go lights shows images of a procession of
lights of children overlooking a colourful mid-autumn festival with a host of different forms of lanterns that are starlights, butterflies, flying ships,... with drums shaking the hearts of children. It is also a very popular song used in musical Learn.  9 Month of Love ► The month of love echoes the pure and natural voice of children, the moon rises, carrying a lot of laughter along with
banking. The beat of the song is not so fast and gradually expresses the tranquil landscapes of the fullness of the lunar night. 10 What is a monthly call? ► True to the title of the song What's called the Moon?seems to be a question for any young child to see the full moon on the night of the full moon. This song is well known for singing Xuan Mai at the time, but it's unclear as the
year of release. The lyrics are vivid, easy to memorize and easy to sing, becoming one of the songs that kids nga when they hear.  So Green Electric has finished sharing with you about the best mid-fall songs in the top 10, which is a nearly full moon festival every year irreplaceable. I wish you a happy season mid-autumn with your loved ones! It's all right!
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